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Extended Abstract
The use of multi-robot systems for surveillance and explo-
ration tasks has been studied extensively in the robotics
community. However, the relationship between multi-robot
surveillance systems and sensor networks has not been fully
explored. In the surveillance task, robots have to collabo-
ratively sense a given area to detect events of interest. Al-
though some problems such as path planning are unique to
the multi-robot setting, the communication issues and data
fusion problems are common to both multi-robot and sensor
network systems.

Like sensor networks, many applications of distributed
autonomous robotic systems can benefit from, or even may
require, the team of robots staying within communication
connectivity. If any two robots can directly communicate
at all times, the robots can coordinate for efficient behav-
ior. This condition holds trivially in environments that are
smaller than the robots’ communication range. However in
larger environments, the robots must actively maintain phys-
ical locations such that any two robots can communicate —
possibly through a series of other robots. Otherwise, the
robots may lose track of each others’ activities and become
miscoordinated. Furthermore, since robots are relatively un-
reliable and/or may need to change tasks (for example if a
robot is suddenly called by a human user to perform some
other task), in a stable multirobot surveillance system, if one
of the robots leaves or crashes, the rest should still be able to
communicate. Some examples of other tasks that could ben-
efit from any pair of robots being able to communicate with
each other, are multi-robot exploration, search and rescue,
and cleaning robots.

We say that robotR1 is connectedto robotR2 if there
is a series of robots, each within communication range of
the previous, which can pass a message fromR1 to R2. It
is not possible to maintain connectivity in the face of ar-
bitrary numbers of robot departures: if there are any two
robots that are not within communication of one another and
all other robots simultaneously depart, the system becomes
disconnected. Thus we focus on the property of remaining
robust to any single failure under the assumption that the
team can readjust its positioning in response to a departure
more quickly than a second departure will occur. In order
for the team to stay connected, even in the face of any single

departure, it must be the case that every robot is connected
to each other robot either directly or viatwo distinct paths
that do not share any robots in common. We call this prop-
erty biconnectivity: the removal of any one robot from the
system does not disconnect the remaining robots from each
other.

In recent years, the problem of maintaining connectiv-
ity with ad-hoc networks has been studied extensively in
the field of mobile robotics. However, to the best of our
knowledge, none of the previous methods ensure connectiv-
ity in the face of robot failures (e.g (Howard, Matadd, &
Sukhatme 2002)).

Assuming robots do not fail, some of the previous meth-
ods focus on creating connected structures (e.g (Howard,
Matadd, & Sukhatme 2002)) However, the methods that do
consider the possibility of robot failure do not ensure con-
nectivity (e.g. (Ulam & Arkin 2004)).

Although we are not aware of any previous use of bi-
connected structures for multirobot systems, biconnected
graphs are an old concept in graph theory. Typical related
work in graph theory is on algorithms to find a biconnected
component in a graph with optimal time complexity (e.g.
(Tarjan & Vishkin 1984)), in dynamic graphs, or in a re-
stricted subclass of all graphs In all these cases, the algo-
rithms are either centralized, or if distributed, each node has
full knowledge of the whole graph. Also, the related work in
the static sensor networks use centralized approaches to set
the position of the sensors. Some work in distributed com-
puting is closer in spirit to our work, however a main differ-
ence between their problem statement and ours is that in dis-
tributed computing (e.g. (Swaminathan & Goldman 1994)),
any node can send a message to any other node. That is, the
nodes are not restricted to send messages only through the
existing edges of the graph.

For the purposes of this paper, we assume that robots have
constant and identical communication ranges. This assump-
tion applies in the case of homogeneous robot teams (or at
least teams with homogeneous transmitters) such that the
range is not dependent on a robot’s battery level. This as-
sumption allows us to assume the connection graph among
robots is undirected: if robot A can send a message to robot
B, then the reverse is also true. We have also developed al-
gorithms for the case where robots have heterogeneous com-
munication capabilities. Although the algorithms are more



complicated, but the basic ideas are the same as presented in
this extended abstract.

We tackle this problem by dividing it into three main
steps: (1) Checking whether a team of robots iscurrently
biconnected, (2) Maintaining biconnectivity should a robot
be removed from (or added to) the team, and (3) Construct-
ing a biconnected multi-robot structure from scratch. To be
applicable for teams of autonomous robots, all algorithms
must be fully distributed.

We have focused on fully achieving and analyzing steps 1
and 2. Step 3 remains as future work.

The first step, checking for biconnectivity, is an important
step, because the robots must be able to detect if they are not
biconnected, so that they can take remedial actions to restore
biconnectivitybefore they loseconnectivity. The remedial
actions could be as simple as all robots moving back to a
base and dispersing from there.

Note that the biconnected property is a global property of
the multirobot system: robots cannot determine whether or
not it holds from purely local information.

In our approach, each robotR, maintains two lists:
• CRR (connected robots): the list of robots that are con-

nected toR.
• DCRR (doubly-connected robots): the robots that are in

a common loop withR.
Each robotR first fills theCRR list, then using that, the

DCRR list is computed. Finally with the help of theDCRR

list, it detects if the robot graph is biconnected.
The basic idea for fillingCRR lists is for the robots to sign

and pass messages in the system. In this way, if there is a
path ofr0 → r1 → r2 → R, betweenr0 andR, robotR will
receive a message that is signed byr0, r1 andr2. Thus it will
know that it is connected to those robots, and will add them
to theCRR list. The details of the algorithm (who/when
should send initiating messages, and when the robot initial-
izes theCRR list) is beyond this extended abstract. The
algorithm is fully analyzed and completes in2Nc seconds,
whereN is the maximum number of robots in the system,
andc is the maximum period from the time that robotR1

receives messageX, until its neighbor robotR2 receives the
processed (possibly signed) version of messageX from R1.

The basic idea for fillingDCRR for robotR, is to find the
robots that are in a common loop withR. We have proved
that if there are two robots that are in a common loop with
any other robot, the robot graph is biconnected.

When robotR receives a message that has been signed
by itself (i.e.R), it knows the robots that have signed the
message after theR signature are in a common loop with
R, and should be added toDCRR. The designed algorithm
finds the completeDCRR list in nc seconds, wheren is the
number of robots in the system.

Two neighbor robots check if they are in a common loop
with any other robot (DCRR = CRR), and after commu-
nicating with eachother they will know if the robot graph is
biconnected.

Assuming that the multirobot structure has the bicon-
nected property, here we consider the problem of adding and
removing robots to/from the structure. For now, we assume
that each robot has a base position (which can change over

time) and does not go farther thanr units from its base. Two
robots are considered neighbors, if they can communicate
from anywhere withinr radius of their bases.

We further assume that robots send their base position in-
formation to other robots, but because of localization errors
and communication delays, the information of other robot
base positions may not be accurate.

If S is a biconnected multirobot structure, and robotR
wants to join the structure, it needs to choose a base loca-
tion that would make it the neighbor of two other robots.
In that way, the newly constructed structure is also bicon-
nected. From among the locations that will be a neighbor to
two robots, robotR should choose the one that isbest, based
on a task-specific evaluation function.

After removal of a robot, the newly generated multirobot
structure may no longer be biconnected.

Let Gr(Vr, Er) be the subgraph of the robot graph, where
Vr is the neighbors ofr. After removal ofr, if Gr is bicon-
nected, with basic graph analysis, we can deduce that the
robot graph is still biconnected. If all robots moved units
towards the ex-position ofr, no previously existent neighbor
relationship is destroyed. Thus if movingd units is enough
for the neighbors ofr to get connected, then all robots mov-
ing d distance units towards the ex-position ofr will make
the robot graph biconnected again.

When robotr is removed, its neighbors are notified (either
by an explicit message from the robot which is about to quit,
or by not hearing from it for several seconds). The neigh-
bors ofr (or one of them), decide how much they should
get closer tor (d distance units) in order to get connected.
Since the robots do not have complete information of other
robots’ positions, they can not computed without any er-
rors. Because of that, after the robots get closer tor for d
units, they check if they are biconnected by the biconnectiv-
ity check algorithm. This process continues until the robots
know they are biconnected based on the checking biconnec-
tivity algorithm.
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